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THE FIRST WOMAN YAMĪ, HER ORIGIN AND HER STATUS IN INDO-IRANIAN MYTHOLOGY: DEMIGODDESS OR HALF-HUMAN? (EVIDENCE FROM RGVEDA 10.10, IRANIAN PARALLELS AND GREEK RELATIVES)*

1. Yama and Yamī in Vedic mythology: introductory remarks

The story of Yama and Yamī is undoubtedly one of the most fascinating and intriguing episodes of Vedic mythology. I shall first recapitulate the plot of this legend as well as its mythological and socio-cultural context.

Our main source of information about Indo-Iranian mythology is of course the Rgveda (RV) – the most ancient Vedic (Old Indo-Aryan and, more generally, Indo-Iranian) text – as well as the Atharvaveda. Both texts document the early Vedic period, which can be tentatively dated to the end of the second half of the II millennium BC. In addition, some information can be gleaned from other Vedic Samhītās (Yajurveda) and Vedic prose (Brāhmaṇas), as well as – to some extent – from younger, post-Vedic texts (Epics, Purāṇas etc.).

According to Vedic mythology, Yama and his twin sister Yamī are the first humans, who thus have a peculiar position among other mythological figures. Yama, the first mortal (mṛtya) and thus the first human doomed to die, acquires a remarkable status of the king of the realm of dead after his death. Although it is clear that the pair of twins do not belong to the Vedic gods, their position within the Vedic pantheon is far from clear. Obviously, being children of some non-human (divine?) creatures, they cannot be considered as normal humans either.

Although the Indo-Iranian age of this myth is beyond any doubt – as clearly indicated by the Avestan (Yima) and Nuristāni (Im-(ra)) cognates of Yama, let alone the numerous parallels in Old and Middle Iranian tradition – the exact character of the relationship between Yama and Yamī remains one of the greatest puzzles
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of Indo-Iranian mythology. While Yama, as the god of death and the underworld, is the addressee of a few RVic hymns, the information about his sister Yamī is much scarcer: it is essentially limited to the famous dialogue hymn RV 10, 10, which is still quite poorly understood and constitutes one of the most fascinating and yet most difficult RVic texts from the linguistic, philological and exegetic point of view.

The central topic of this dialogue hymn is the intricate relationship between Yamī and Yama. Yamī (who authors each odd stanza, i.e. first, third, fifth etc.) attempts to seduce her twin into an incestual relationship. Yama, who replies in the even stanzas (second, fourth etc.), refuses this invitation. Yamī continues to insist, drawing further arguments, such as the necessity of producing offspring and thus continuing humankind; their prenatal physical union in the womb of their common mother; etc. Yet, Yama keeps arguing that the incestuous relationship is inappropriate and strictly prohibited, which makes their sexual encounter impossible.

The most important characteristics and features of Yamī as a mythological personage can thus only be recovered from the text of this dialogue on the basis of its thorough linguistic, philological and text-critical study. Let us take a closer look at this text, paying special attention to the differences in the behaviour of the twins.

2. Rgveda 10.10: a linguistic and text-critical study of the relevant stanzas

2.1. Rgveda 10.10.1: Yamī invites Yama to a sexual relation

The first half (pādas ab) of the first stanza of the hymn runs as follows (for clarity, I provide morphological glossing):

(1) ó [=â=ū] cit sākhāyaṃ sakhyā vavṛtyām
to=ptcl ptcl friend:acc.sg friendship:?? turn:pf:1sg.act
tirāḥ purū cid arṇavāṃ jagan-vān
through many:?? ptcl flood:acc.sg go:pf-ptc.act:nom.sg.m

Linguistically, the most difficult form of this passage and one of the most debated forms of the whole hymn is sakhyā in the first line of the hymn (pāda a). This is the abstract noun derived from sākhi- ‘friend, partner, companion’ (the accusative singular form of which, sākhāyaṃ, immediately precedes sakhyā), thus meaning ‘friendship, partnership’, but its exact grammatical characteristics remain unclear. Another difficult word that may require special comments is purū in pāda b. In their recent English translation of the Rgveda Stephanie W. Jamison and Joel P. Brereton render these two verses as

I would turn my partner right here to partnership – even though he has gone across many (realms), across the flood [emphasis is mine – L.K.]

Translating sakhyā as ‘to partnership’, they obviously follow the standard German translation and interpretation by Karl Friedrich Geldner:

Ich möchte doch den Freund zu einem Freundschaftsdienst bewegen.
Auch wenn er noch so viele (Meilen), über das Meer gegangen ist, (sollte er kommen).

Geldner explains his interpretation in a note drawing upon a conjecture: he saw in sakhyā a truncated form of the dative singular form (sakhyā Dat. für sakhyāya), thus ultimately following Śāyaṇa’s indigenous commentary and subscribing to the

analysis put forth by Richard Pischel⁴. However, this analysis – adopted by many Sanskritists⁵ – appears questionable: as Hermann Oldenberg⁶ convincingly argues, the heavy emendation (‘sakhyā[yā]a) is unnecessary.

In fact, sakhyā can be satisfactorily analysed as a grammatically correct form of the abstract substantive sakhyā- ‘friendship, partnership’ without any emendation. One such formal option is to take sakhyā as the instrumental singular form⁷, adopted, for instance, by Susanne Schnaus⁸, who sees here an “Instrumental des Grundes” and translates this passage as follows:

Herbei möchte ich den Freund aufgrund der Freundschaft wenden.
Er ist über wirklich vieles hinweg zum wallenden Meer gegangen.

Albeit formally possible, this analysis does not make much sense: the instrumental of cause (I would like to invite a friend because of friendship?) appears redundant in this context.

The other available option⁹ is to take sakhyā as an accusative plural form, thus rendering pāda as I would like turn my friend towards friendships… or the like, which makes the dative analysis (sakhyā[yā]) unnecessary. As Oldenberg¹⁰ rightly noticed, the accusative of goal is quite common with the verb ā-vṛt. This analysis was adopted, in particular, by Louis Renou¹¹ as well as, most recently, by Hendrik Wilhelm Bodewitz¹² and Georges-Jean Pinault¹³. The last two authors disagree as regards the exact rendering of the verbal form: Bodewitz¹⁴ believes that it can be interpreted as ‘(make) return to’ ([a]pparently Yamī wants to get back the

⁶ H. Oldenberg, Vedische Untersuchungen, ZDMG 63, 1909, p. 287.
⁸ S. Schnaus, Die Dialoglieder…, p. 163sq.
⁹ Put forth by H. Oldenberg, Vedische…, p. 287; idem, Ṛgveda. Textkritische..., ad loc., p. 204.
¹⁰ Idem, Vedische…, p. 287.
¹¹ In his posthumously published comments on RV, 10, 10; see L. Renou, Études védiques…, p. 122, and this analysis is also adopted in Елизаренкова, p. 419; however, her translation – Как бы я хотела повернуть друга к другу… (ibidem, p. 124) – rather suggests the dative analysis of the form.
¹³ G.-J. Pinault, Sur l’hymne…, p. 144sq.
situations of friendship (therefore the plural is used), but now with a special form of sexual partnership), while Pinault doubts this interpretation (Yami ne propose pas à Yama de “revenir” à une “amitié” antérieure: aucun terme n’implique l’idée de retour. Le pluriel de l’abstrait sakhiyá- ajoute à la tonalité officielle et délibérément euphémistique de l’intervention de Yami)\(^{15}\). Pinault’s objection against Bodewitz’s translation of the verb ā-vṛt appears fully justified, but his own explanation of the meaning of the plural form does not seem convincing either: the exact meaning of sakhyā remains unclear. Let us take a closer look at the semantics of this plural noun, paying special attention to the possible semantic nuances induced by the pragmatic context of Yamī’s response addressed to Yama.

First of all, it should be borne in mind that Yamī encourages her brother to become her sexual partner. Therefore, the meaning of the accusative sākhāyaṃ should be rendered not just as ‘friend’ or ‘partner’, but, rather – more precisely – as ‘sexual partner’. Thus, Yamī is anticipating the future type of relationship with Yama which she is eager to achieve, rather than referring to the actually existing type of relation. Accordingly, the abstract noun sakhyā-, derived from a noun with this particular meaning, should be understood as ‘sexual partnership, sexual relation’ (which, in fact, is very close to Bodewitz’s proposal quoted above). How can a plural form of such a noun be interpreted? As is well-known, abstract nouns are typically uncountable, thus very often being unable to form plural forms (singularia tantum). When a noun of this class nevertheless does form a plural, this necessarily implies a semantic shift\(^{16}\). Specifically, the plural form of a noun denoting an abstract notion Q may either refer to various sorts of Q (e.g. friendships = various types of friendship) or multiple realizations of Q (e.g. beauties = many realizations or occurrences of beauty). The former option makes little, if any, sense in our case: I would like to turn my partner to [various sorts of] friendship/(sexual) partnership? By contrast, the latter, in my view, perfectly fits into the context of Yamī’s offer: I would like to turn [= invite] my sexual partner to [many realizations of] sexual partnership. In other words, Yamī encourages Yama to perform many acts of love with her\(^{17}\). Furthermore, this interpretation is indirectly supported by the form puru ‘many’ in the next pāda b, which is usually taken as lacking an overtly expressed syntactic head\(^{18}\) and thus syntactically hanging. Instead of restoring the ellipsis of a hypothetical head of puru within pāda b, one might tentatively connect it with sakhyā. Although they are separated by as many as two words, it does not seem syntactically impossible, if puru is regarded as Yamī’s delayed (and thus somewhat

\(^{15}\) G.-J. PINAULT, Sur l’hymne..., p. 144.

\(^{16}\) As noticed in many linguistic handbooks; see, e.g. O. JESPERSEN, A Modern English Grammar on Historical Principles, pars 2, Syntax, vol. I, London–Copenhagen 1949, p. 114sqq.

\(^{17}\) Quite close to this interpretation is BODEWITZ’S ‘situations of friendship’.

camouflaged) addition to her sexual offer: *I would like to turn my sexual partner to make love with me, many [times], lit.:...to loves,...many [loves]*!

To sum up, in the very first line of the hymn, Yamī invites Yama – as his potential partner – to repeatedly have sex with her, thus exhibiting sexually explicit behaviour. This hypersexuality of Yamī is in striking contrast to the wholly different and most reserved conduct of her brother, who is constantly trying to calm Yamī down. We find further evidence for this drastic difference in another verse of the same hymn, this time in Yama’s response.

### 2.2. Ṛgveda 10.10.6d: Yama blames Yamī for her sexually explicit behaviour

In stanza 6, after pointing to the supreme character of Mitra and Varuṇa’s laws (10.10.6c: *bhān mitrāsya vārunāsya dhāma*), in the last pāda (d), Yama blames his sister for her indecent behaviour:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kād</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>brava</th>
<th>āhano</th>
<th>vīc yā</th>
<th>nīn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>how ptcl</td>
<td>talk:pres:subj:2sg.act</td>
<td>lustful:voc.sg.f</td>
<td>???</td>
<td>man:acc.pl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How can you talk, [vīcyā], o lustful (one) (?), to men!?

This is the most difficult line in the stanza and, again, one of the most difficult passages in the entire hymn. The two problematic forms here (shown in boldface) are the rare word āhanās- (in the vocative form) and the hapax vīcyā. Although it is evident that Yama accuses Yamī of her sexually explicit behaviour, the exact meaning of these two forms, which constitute the main content of this accusation, is unclear.

āhanās- is usually translated as ‘lustful, obscene’, but its etymology remains a subject of debate. Elsewhere I argued that Manfred Mayrhofer’s translation of this form as ‘schwellend, strotzend, geil, üppig’ and its derivation from the hypothetical root *gʰen- ‘schwellen’ should be rejected. Here, I will briefly summarize the main conclusions of that paper. As I argue, the analysis of this form as an -as-derivative of the root han ‘hit, beat, strike’ (with the preverb ā), adopted by Christianus C. Uhlenbeck, who obviously followed Otto von Böhtlingk and Rudolf von Roth’s *Sanskrit-Wörterbuch* – should ultimately be accepted, though

---
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assuming a semantic development different from that envisaged by Böhtlingk. In fact, the connection between the primary meaning of the root han, ‘beat, strike’ and the meaning ‘make love, have sex, fuck’ is obvious and hardly requires special argumentation. This semantic development, in accordance with the diachronic scenario ‘beat, strike’ → ‘perform sexual strikes’ → ‘perform sexual movements’, is universal and occurs in many languages\textsuperscript{23}. Under this analysis, āhanās- clearly represents a derivative in -\textit{as}- based on the compounded verb ā-han. This compound is relatively rare in Vedic, yet we find the following remarkable example of a -\textit{ta}-adjective derived from this compound in the wedding hymn RV 10, 85:

\[
\text{súčī te cakrē yāt yā́ v yānō ākṣā āhataḥ}^{24}
\]

The two gleaming ones [= Heaven and Earth?] were your two wheels as you drove. Breath was \textbf{hammered in} as the axle\textsuperscript{25}.

Obviously, at least one of the meanings of the compound ā-han was ‘hammer in, insert, stick (in)’, said in particular of an axle inserted into the hub of a wheel. Given the common connection between the meanings ‘beat’ and ‘perform sex’, the compound ā-han could easily develop the sexual meaning ‘insert, hammer in’ (of a penis). The sexual metaphors of the type ‘insert the axle into the hub of a wheel’ ~ ‘insert the penis into the vagina’ or ‘two rolling wheels (connected with an axle)’ ~ ‘two lovers having sex’ (note that this erotic connotation is particularly appropriate in the context of the wedding hymn RV 10, 85) is of course obvious and does not require special comments. The meaning ‘lascivious, lustful, obscene’ can be obtained for the agentive masculine -\textit{as}-derivative of this compound, āhanās-, as developing from ‘the one who strikes in(side), the one who hammers in’.

While the lexeme āhanās- is at least etymologically clear and can be unambiguously identified as an -\textit{as}-derivative of the compound ā-han, vīcyā is obscure even at the morphological level. Some scholars have taken it as an absolutive (converb) of a compound verb with the preverb \textit{vi}-\textsuperscript{26}, but such an analysis is untenable: there

---

\textsuperscript{23} Cf. Eng. \textit{fuck} ~\textit{PIE *peu̯ǵi} -‘prick, stab’; Latin \textit{futuo} ‘fuck, copulate’ ~ \textit{-futo} ‘strike’; Rus. (vulg.) \textit{mpaxnytm} (‘beat’ \textit{→} ‘screw, fuck’, etc.

\textsuperscript{24} RV, 10, 85, 12ab.

\textsuperscript{25} Jamison and Brereton, vol. III, p. 1522.

\textsuperscript{26} E.g. \textit{vi-yāc} ‘ask’ in S. Schnaus, \textit{Die Dialoglieder…, p. 174sqq.} In her translation: \textit{Wirst du sprechen, Geile, die Männer bitten?} This analysis is impossible for several reasons: first, as Schnaus herself notices, this compound does not occur in Vedic; second, and most importantly, the zero grade īc- is never attested for this non-alternating root, which always appears in the full grade yāc-.
is no root which could yield the zero grade -ic- in the absolutive. More plausible is the analysis\textsuperscript{27} as the instrumental singular feminine form derived from the hypothetical adjective vy-āṅc-, with the suffix -āṅc- of the type ud-āṅc- ‘directed upwards’, prāṅc- ‘directed forwards’ etc. Most such adjectives are based on spatial preverbs: úd- ‘up’, prā- ‘forwards’ etc. This analysis is readily adopted by most Vedicists, but, again, the exact meaning of the form is not yet correctly understood in my view. The syntactically ‘hanging’ adjective suggests the ellipsis of a feminine head noun. The missing substantive is restored by most scholars as vāc- ‘speech’, and the form in question is rendered as ‘with diverted, deviant [speech]’ or the like\textsuperscript{28}. This analysis seems dubious. First of all, vāc- does not normally occur in constructions with spatial adjectives. The basic meaning of the preverb ví- (etymologically relying on *dvis- ‘in two’\textsuperscript{29}) is ‘apart, asunder, in two, rather than ‘aside, deviating’. Accordingly, the meaning of vy-āṅc- should be determined – in accordance with the basic (and etymological) meaning of ví- as ‘directed apart, spread (out)’. This meaning makes little sense in the context of vāc- ‘speech’ (which, incidentally, does not occur in the text of RV 10, 10). However, it is perfectly plausible in a construction with another feminine substantive, which, unlike vāc-, occurs as many as six times in RV 10, 10: tanū- ‘body’. Supplying the instrumental tavnā, we obtain the meaning ‘[with the body/legs] spread out’, which, most probably, refers to some sort of an obscene posture. The latter can, incidentally, be readily illustrated with Classical Indian sculpture (see Fig. 1a) as well as with several iconographic images that have developed in some branches of Hinduism (where this particular ‘spreading’ posture could have acquired special importance; see Fig. 1b representing the Tantric goddess of desire Kamakhya, worshipped in Assam)\textsuperscript{30}. The entire pāda d can now be tentatively translated as: How can you talk to men, taking an obscene posture [= with legs spread out?\textsuperscript{31}], o eager one to have sex!?

\textsuperscript{27}Proposed already by H. Oldenberg, \textit{Rgveda. Textkritische…}, ad loc. and adopted, for instance, by Renou and Geldner.


\textsuperscript{30}Even though such images come from a much later time, their very presence in the Indian iconographic tradition and religious art may point to the archaic character of the corresponding conceptual pattern.

\textsuperscript{31}Among the existing translations, the one closest to the present proposal is probably Елизаренкова, p. 125: \textit{О сладострастная, что же ты обращаешься с (таким) соблазном к мужчинам?}
2.3. R̥gveda 10.10.7cd: Yamī’s sexual metaphors

Yet another passage which betrays Yamī’s hypersexuality is found in the next stanza, where Yamī once again invites Yama to have sex with her. In the last two verses of the stanza, we read:

\[ jāyēva pātye tanuviricyāṃ ’vi cid vr̥heva rāthyeva cakrā \]

While the translation of pāda c does not pose any difficulties (Like a wife to the husband I would like to offer [him] [my] body), the exact meaning of the optative verbal form \( \text{vi… vr̥heva} \) in pāda d is difficult to determine on the basis of the constituents of the compound \( \text{vi-vṛh} \), i.e. \( \text{vi- ‘apart’} + \text{vṛh ‘tear (out)’} \). Still, given that the image of the two wheels is commonly used in Vedic as a sexual metaphor (as in RV 10, 85, 12 quoted above), the verbal form in question should probably be understood as referring to intensive sex, compared to the movements of the two wheels of a chariot connected with an axle and alternating two opposite types of movements: insertion and tearing out (\( \text{vi-vṛh} \)). Accordingly, the last pāda can be tentatively translated as follows: Let us roll, mutually screwing [in and] out like two wheels of a chariot!

To sum up, Yamī demonstrates remarkable sexually explicit behaviour, which is in drastic contrast with that of her brother. This may be the key to a better understanding of their mythological status as well as their role in the continuation of the human race. In order to clarify this issue, we have to take a closer look at the ancestry of the first humans.

3. Two versions of Yama and Yamī’s ancestry

According to the standard genealogy of Yama and Yamī, they are the children of the solar god Vivasvant (one of the manifestations of Sūrya; see Fig. 2) and his consort Sarāṇyū, the daughter of Tvaṣṭar (note that in stanza 5 Yamī appeals to her grandfather as a witness of their common origin from the same womb)\(^{32}\).

Yet, once in our hymn, in RV 10, 10, 4, we come across a different – and less exalted – version of Yama and Yamī’s ancestry. It is summarized by Yama as follows:

\[ \text{gandharvō apṣv ṣā no nābhīḥ} \]

A gandharva in the waters, and a young woman connected with water – that is our origin… [i.e. blood relationship].

\(^{32}\) Cf., for instance, RV , 10, 14, 10, 135, 10.154; in RV , 10, 14, 1 we find an explicit mention of vaivasvataṃ… yamāṃ rājānam (Yama the king, the son of Vivasvant).

\(^{33}\) RV, 10, 10, 4cd.
The expression ápyā... yóṣā ‘woman connected with water’ undoubtedly refers to an Apsara. Thus, we find here an entirely different version of the origin of Yama and Yamī. Although several attempts have been made to reconcile this controversy by identifying Vivasvant with Gandharva – thus taking the two as mere alternant names of the same god34 – they do not appear convincing. Rather, one should take this brief reference more seriously, as it may provide the key to the explanation of Yamī and Yama’s behaviour and, more generally, of their status in the mythological pantheon.

4. Gandharva in the early Vedic pantheon and Indo-Iranian mythology

In classical Hindu mythology, the Gandharvas and the Apsaras have a rather modest status of semi-divine creatures, acting as celestial musicians and dancers, respectively. The Apsaras are often represented as beautiful seductive women, and this image can be traced back as far as the early Vedic period. However, their characteristics in the early Vedic period – as documented in the earliest Vedic texts, such as above all the R̥gveda and the Atharvaveda – are quite different from what we find about these rather harmless figures in later Hinduism. In the early Vedic divine hierarchy, the Gandharvas (with their spouses, the Apsaras) occupy a rather low rank of semi-divine or demonic creatures, yet of a fairly dangerous nature. They are mentioned in the R̥gveda relatively rarely (ca. 20 times)35, and their status remains obscure in several respects.

Thus, in the wedding hymn RV 10, 85 we read that the Gandharva is granted special access to the bride, after Soma36. This technique, not infrequent in many mythologies and magic rituals, is presumably aimed at pacifying dangerous creatures:

\[ \text{sómah prathamó vivide ’ ān̥ṛ̥m̥vér̥y̥m̥vivy̥m̥vivida úttaraḥ} \]

Soma has known [the bride/wife] first; Gandharva has known [her] the second…

More information about the features of and especially the dangers caused by the Gandharvas and the Apsaras can be gleaned from the Atharvavedic spell

36 For a discussion of this attitude, see e.g. C. Haas, *Wie man…*, p. 140sqq.
37 RV, 10, 85, 40.
“Against Gandharvas and Apsaras with Arāṭakī-plant”. In what follows, I quote a few relevant fragments of this spell, attested in both recensions, Śaunakīya (cetera: AVŚ) and Paippalāda (cetera: AVP)\(^{38}\), AVŚ 4.37 ≈ AVP 12.7–8.

The magic Arāṭakī-plant is intended to expel Apsaras and Gandharvas with its fragrance (gandhā-), as we read in stanza 2 of this hymn:

\[
\begin{align*}
tvāyā vayām apsārāso & \qquad \text{gandharvāṁś cātayāmahe} / \\
a ājaśṛṅg yāja rākṣah & \qquad \text{sārvān gandhēna nāśaya}\(^{39}\)
\end{align*}
\]

We chase away with you Apsaras und Gandharvas. O goat-horned [herb], drive away the Rakṣas, make them all disappear with [your] fragrance.

Particularly valuable information about the features and aspects of the Gandharvas is found in the second half of the spell. In the stanza AVP 12, 8, 4 ≈ AVŚ 4, 37, 10, Gandharva is described as a scary demonic creature living in marshy landscapes:

\[
\begin{align*}
avakādān & \qquad \text{abhiśocān} \ q \ \text{bhitsu [Śaun.} \ \text{apsū]} \ \text{dyotayamāmakān} / \\
gandharvān sarvān oṣadhē & \qquad \text{pra nūdasva parā nāya}\(^{40}\)
\end{align*}
\]

O plant, push away, carry away the gandharvas, the avaka-eaters\(^{41}\), [who appear as] shining will-o’-the-wisps in the splits (Paipp.) / in the waters (Śaun.).

The ability to take different forms and shapes accounts for the dangers that this creature poses to young women:

\[
\begin{align*}
śvévaikāh kapīr ivaikah & \qquad \text{kumārāḥ sarvakesakāh} / \\
priyā dṛśā iva bhūtvā & \qquad \text{gandharvāḥ sacate striyas}\(^{42}\)
\end{align*}
\]

One [appears] as a dog, another as an ape, yet another, becoming like a young man having all [kinds of] hair [= including pubic hair = sexually adult], pleasant for seeing, a gandharva runs after women.


\[^{39}\] AVŚ, 4, 37, 2 ≈ AVP, 12, 8, 4.

\[^{40}\] AVP, 12, 8, 4 ≈ AVŚ, 4, 37, 10.

\[^{41}\] Avaka- – a grassy herb (Blyxa Octandra Rich.) growing on marshes, partly under water.

\[^{42}\] AVŚ, 4, 37, 11abcd ≈ AVP, 12, 8, 6cdef.
The lustful character of this creature explains why, instead of killing it, it suffices to neutralize a Gandharva sexually, making him impotent:

\[
\text{ānṛtyataḥ śikhandino } \text{gandharvāyāpsarāpatēḥ} \]
\[
bhinādmi muṣkāv 'āpā 'yātu\textsuperscript{43} śepah\textsuperscript{44}
\]

Of the hither-dancing, crested gandharva, Apsaras-lord, I crush [his] testicles, let [his] penis become unerect [= let this gandharva become impotent]!

The evidence available from this Atharvavedic spell clearly shows that the Apsaras and especially the Gandharvas are not (yet) as harmless as in the classical period. The latter creatures, lustful and sexually aggressive, are particularly dangerous for young women. I cannot help noticing that, in this respect, Yamī is a worthy heir of her semi-divine or demonic parents, viz. her seductive mother and particularly her lustful father. In this perspective, many peculiarities of her sexually explicit or even indecent conduct, of which her brother accuses her (himself exhibiting a most distinct, constrained type of behaviour) in RV 10, 10, 6, can be satisfactorily accounted for.

There is yet another Sanskrit form that may be relevant for the discussion of the origins of the form gandharvā-, namely the name of the love god kandarpa- (see Fig. 3). Although this name is not found in Vedic texts, first occurring from the Epics onwards, its remarkable similarity with gandharvā\textsuperscript{45} is at least worth mentioning here. L.D. Barnett\textsuperscript{46} saw in this form the Middle Indic (Paśācī?) reflex of gandharvā- (through **kandappa-?), with subsequent hypersanskritization. In modern scholarship, kandarpa- is usually regarded as non-etymologizable\textsuperscript{47}, though some parts of this form may point to secondary re-etymologization, cf. kān- (← kāma- ‘love’ and darpa- ‘madness’ (?) (← root drp- ‘be mad’). Notice that the first component of such hypothetical compound would rather be expected in the form kāma-, while darpa- typically means ‘pride, arrogance, haughtiness’, not ‘madness (caused by love)’ or the like.

The isolated character of the genealogical statement about Yama and Yamī’s origin from a Gandharva and an Apsara might produce the impression that this ancestry of the twins is uncertain and should not be taken seriously, in favour

\textsuperscript{43} My own conjecture for Śaun. āpi yāmi, Paipp. api yātu; see L. Kulikov, The Vedic -ya-presents. Passives and Intransitivity in Old Indo-Aryan, Amsterdam 2012 [= LSIE, 19], p. 670sq. for a discussion of this difficult verse.

\textsuperscript{44} AVŚ, 4, 37, 7 ≈ AVP, 12, 7, 9.


\textsuperscript{46} L.D. Barnett, Yama…, p. 704, an. 2.

\textsuperscript{47} M. Mayrhofer, EWAia, vol. III, p. 55.
of mere identification of Gandharva with Vivasvant, mentioned above. Nevertheless, in Iranian mythology we find a striking parallel which strongly supports this connection. Even though the Old Iranian cognate of Yama – Yima – is said to be a son of Vivahvanj (= Vivasvant), the equivalent of Gandharva is not unknown to the Iranians either. The Avestan form gandarba- (var. gandarβa- and gaṇḍaraβa-; corresponding to Middle Persian Gandarw/Gandarb), the undoubted cognate of Gandharva, is the name of an aquatic monster that lived in the lake Vourukaša and was killed by the hero Karšāsp (Mid. Pers. Kirsāsp; Mod. Pers. Karšāsp)48. Most interestingly, according to Middle Iranian sources, Gaṇḍarβa is born from a sexual union of Jam (= Yama) with a witch (parīg; cf. Mod. Persian peri). The importance of Gandharva (‘Gandharβa?) in the Proto-Iranian mythological system is further supported by Uralic borrowings from Iranian, which include terms for dangerous animals and mythological beings (cf. Udmurt gondir ‘bear’, Komi-Zyrian gundir ‘dragon, serpent, Hydra, evil spirit’, etc)49.

The connection between Yima and Gaṇḍarβa in Iranian, though of a precisely opposite character (father – son) with regard to that between Yama and Gandharva (son – father), clearly testifies to the Common Indo-Iranian age of the blood relationship of these two figures, to which Yamī should of course be added. We thus have good reasons to reconstruct this connection for Proto-Indo-Iranian mythology.

5. Gandharva and his cognates outside Indo-Iranian?

While Yama and Yamī do not pose any problem from the etymological point of view, being mere terms for twins (cf. such cognates as Latv. jumis50 and perhaps – with a secondary development of the final consonant – Lat. geminus51), the form gaṇḍharvā- has no good Indo-European etymology and is thus unanimously considered as non-Indo-European. Yet this does not necessarily imply the isolated character of the Gandharvas in the context of Indo-European mythology.

Already in the middle of the 19th century, Kuhn52 attempted to connect gaṇḍharvā- with the Greek name for another mythological creature, Κένταυρος, Centaur53. For purely phonetic reasons, these two forms cannot be direct cognates in terms of regular phonetic correspondences: Gr. κ- cannot correspond to Ved. g-, Gr. τ- cannot correspond to Ved. dh-, etc. The few existing attempts to construct

50 В.В. ИВАНОВ, В.Н. ТОПОРОВ, К проблеме..., p. 163 and passim.
52 A. KUHN, Gandharven und Kentauren, ZVS 1.6, 1852, p. 513–542.
a plausible Indo-European mythology for these forms have been unsuccessful, and this comparison is now rejected by all etymological dictionaries. Accordingly, no Proto-Indo-European source of the Vedic and Greek forms can be reconstructed: both are considered as words without an Indo-European etymology.

That being said, it would be incorrect to consider the Indo-Iranian and Greek forms unrelated, given their striking similarity. Most likely, both forms go back to the same source, being borrowings from an unknown non-Indo-European language (perhaps through an intermediary).

As far as Common Indo-Iranian is concerned, it is worth mentioning that the form *gandharvá- is listed among Common Indo-Iranian forms that have no (reliable) Indo-European etymology and, according to the very plausible assumption by Alexander Lubotsky, could have been borrowed from the unidentified language spoken by the population of the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC). Dated to the last centuries of the III – first centuries of the II millennium BC, the culture was located immediately to the south of the Andronovo culture (see Fig. 4), with which the Proto-Indo-Iranians are commonly identified.

Other words of non-Indo-European origin, presumably traceable to the same source, include, in particular, yet another religious/mythological term: *ātharvan-, Av. āθrauuan- < PIIr. *āθharuṇa- ‘(a particular type of) priest’ (?)57, perhaps with the same suffixal part (*-āru̯a-).

Both *gandharvá- and κένταυρος could have been subject to a number of secondary developments based on re-etymologization. Thus, Greek could have introduced τ the influence of the word for yet another ungulate, ταῦρος ‘bull’, while the initial part, κεν-, is sometimes compared with κεντεω ‘pierce’. Similarly, the initial part of *gandharvá- could have been modified under the influence of *gandhá- ‘fragrance’ (likewise of unclear origin)58. Of course, this makes the reconstruction of the common source of *gandharvá- and κένταυρος a challenging

58 Cf. the association between *gandharvá- and *gandhá- mentioned in AVŚ, 4, 37, 2 = AVP, 12, 8, 4.
task. However, relying above all on the non-etymologizable parts of the two forms, one might tentatively reconstruct the source form as “GenDVruV- or the like, where G and D stand for (voiced?) velar and dental consonants, while V represents any (?) full vowel (e, a, or o).

6. Gandharvas and Centaurs: mythological parallelisms

Even though the two figures do not appear identical, the several striking parallels between them that can be observed in Indo-Iranian and Greek mythologies point to the fact that the similarity of the two forms cannot be accidental and must be due to some deeper affinity.

6.1. Hypersexuality and water

Both Gandharvas and Centaurs are notorious for their lustful character and sexually aggressive behaviour. The post-Vedic name of the love god Kandarpa, which might be another variant of the form gandharvá-, provides additional evidence for this connection. Note also the association of both the Gandharvas and the Apsaras with humid, marshy landscapes and rivers; this, again, emphasizes the above-mentioned feature, given the regular association between water and liquid on the one hand and sexual activity on the other hand. In this sense, the (early Vedic) Apsaras are a perfect match for the plethora of seductive water nymphs in both Indo-European (cf. Greek Naiads [Ναϊάδες], Slavic rusalka) and non-Indo-European mythologies; cf. the famous legend about Heracles’ companion Hylas (Greek: Ὕλας) abducted by water nymphs (Fig. 5, 6) or the legend of Salmacis [Σαλμακίς], who attempted to rape Hermaphroditus (Fig. 7).

As regards the Centaurs, we find numerous episodes in Greek mythology that point to their hypersexuality. It should suffice to mention the story of their attempt to abduct Hippodamia and other Lapith women (Fig. 9).

6.2. Hybrid or metamorphic (human/animal) nature

While the dual nature of the Centaurs (combination of the half upper body of a human and the lower body and legs of a horse) does not require special comments, the hybrid character of the Gandharvas is, at first glance, less ob-

\[59\] As for the Gandharvas, see the brief discussion in Section 4 above.
\[60\] See also L.D. Barnett, *Yama…*, p. 706.
\[61\] Rus. русалка, Pol. rusalka etc.
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vious. Nevertheless, there are many features that point to the similar character of this figure.

First, the remarkable ability of the Gandharvas to appear in different shapes (shapeshifting) – as described in AVŚ 4, 37 = AVP 12, 7–8 and discussed above (once as will-o’-the-wisps, once as a dog, once as an ape, once as a handsome young man) – clearly points to their metamorphic nature, which can be directly compared to the hybrid nature of the Centaurs. Second, we also find metamorphic features in some other figures of the Vedic pantheon related to the Gandharvas. Thus, Saraṇyū – the mother of Yama and Yamī according to their canonical genealogy – is said to have turned into a mare to run away from her husband, Vivasvant.

Third, the Iranian sea monster Gaṇḍarāba, albeit only poorly characterized in Iranian mythology, again points to the metamorphic character of the corresponding Proto-Indo-Iranian creature. Finally, the Old Iranian form gaṇḍarāba- has survived in several modern Iranian (in particular, Pamir) languages, where its reflexes refer to various monsters and shapeshifters, cf. Shughni žīndūrv (< ‘gaṇḍarba-’) ‘werewolf’, žīndīrv (< ‘gaṇḍarbi-’) ‘she-werewolf’.

6.3. (Semi-)equinal nature

One of the main shapes regularly associated with the Gandharvas/Centaurs is that of the horse, which points to their [semi-]equinal nature. This feature is obvious for the Centaurs, but also not inexistent for the Gandharvas. As already mentioned in the preceding section, Saraṇyū, who is the mother of Yama and Yamī, is said to have turned into a mare to run away from her husband. Moreover, clearly prone to beget twins, she was the mother of yet another twin pair, namely the dual gods Aśvins (note the etymology of their name: ‘related to/having horses’). Although the anthropomorphic image of the Aśvins clearly prevails in the Vedic tradition, in later Hinduism they are often represented with the upper body of a horse and the lower body of a human, thus appearing as a mirror image of the Centaurs. Episodes in which some manipulations involve a horse head, mentioned in the context of the Aśvins (in RV 10, 116, 12 and Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa 14, 1, 1, 18–24) might be regarded as indirect evidence for the more archaic character of their theriomorphism.

---

64 On this legend, see in particular W. Doniger O’Flaherty, Sacred Cows and Profane Mares in Indian Mythology, HR 19, 1979, p. 5sqq.; P. Jackson, The Transformations of Helen. Indo-European Myth and the Roots of the Trojan Cycle, Dettelbach 2006 [= MSS, 23], p. 80–83. Note also the etymology of Saraṇyū, derived from the root sr ‘run, speed’ (often said of water); see M. Mayrhofer, EWāia, vol. II, p. 706–707 and P. Jackson, The Transformations… This may be yet another indication, though indirect, of a connection between the Gandharvas and water.

65 See W. Doniger O’Flaherty, Sacred Cows…; P. Jackson, The Transformations…
It is interesting to note that in the Purāṇas and Epics (Harivaṃśa), we find the legend of yet another demon, Keśin (Keśi), who takes the form of a huge horse, killed by Kṛṣṇa (Fig. 10).

Although we only find this legend in post-Vedic texts, the origins of this demon can probably be traced as far back as the Atharvaveda. In an AVic spell against demons harmful for a pregnant woman, we find a reference to the demon Keśī (to compare with sarvakeśakā- in AVŚ 4, 37, 11 ≈ AVP 12, 8, 6 quoted above?), which is said to cause harm to the foetus in the area of the female genitals:

\[
yāḥ kṛṣṇāḥ keśyā āsura' stambajā utā tūndikah ī
arāyān asyā muskābhyānī' bhāṃsásā 'pā hanmasi\]

Who is the black asura Keśin [or: hairy], tuft-born and snout-mouthed, we beat away nigh-gards from her genitals (vulvar lips), from her buttocks.

6.4. Water/liquid ~ hypersexuality ~ horse: a cross-cultural correlation

Furthermore, all of the aspects briefly discussed above – hypersexuality, equinal nature and aquatic character – are frequently related to each other in many world mythologies. Thus, universal correlations of the type Horse ~ Water; Water/Liquid ~ Sexuality; Horse ~ Sexuality are very common67. The universal – or at least exceedingly common – connection between all these features cannot of course serve as evidence for the reconstruction of the corresponding mythologeme (Gandharva/Centaur) for Proto-Indo-European mythology, or even its Graeco-Aryan variety. However, these correlations testify to the general credibility of the connections between Gandharvas and Centaurs from a universal/typological point of view and, eventually, point to the likelihood of their genetic relationships. These two creatures, however different they might appear, undoubtedly occupy the same (or at least notably similar) niche within the two genetically related (Greek and Indo-Iranian) mythological pantheons. Accordingly, the negative conclusion formulated by Martin L. West68, who claims that the Gandharvas and the Centaurs “have virtually nothing in common mythologically”, should be discarded as unjustified.

---

66 AVŚ, 8, 6, 5.
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7. Remarks on the possible origins of the Gandharvas/Centaurs

The further origin of the Gandharvas/Centaurs remains obscure. While in the case of Indo-Iranian we can only rely on the linguistic and etymological speculations about possible non-Indo-European languages and cultures from which the Gandharvas could have been borrowed by the Indo-Iranians, in the case of the Greek Centaurs we also have some limited evidence from the history of the early contacts of ancient Greeks with other cultures. Possible sources of the Centaurs can be found in Near Eastern mythologies, particularly in Kassite mythology.69

Our knowledge of the Kassites, who ruled Babylonia at the end of the II millennium BC, is quite scarce. The non-Indo-European character of their language is beyond any doubt, but its possible genetic relations are obscure; there are some reasons to assume a connection with the Hurro-Urartian languages70 and thus, eventually, with the North Caucasian macrofamily. The lexical material of Kassite is only poorly known from a Kassite-Babylonian dictionary as well as some personal names and terms attested in Akkadian texts71, but we find some forms that might at least be relevant for the discussion of the hypothetical sources of gandharvá-/kéntαυρος, cf. especially Kass. gaddaš ‘king’ (~ Hatt. katte id.)72, to read gandaš, where the stem is possibly g‘an$z-73 and gidar (the name of a war god?)74.

The abundance of hybrid half-animal creatures in Kassite mythology has been repeatedly noticed in the literature75. The same feature characterizes the geographically and chronologically adjacent mythology of the Middle Assyrian Empire.76 The assumption of the contacts between Kassites and Indo-Iranians is corroborated by the numerous Kassite names borrowed from Indo-Iranian (or Indo-Aryan).

---


72 Notice the interesting split ga(n)d-/kat-, remarkably parallel to the difference between the initial parts of the forms gandh(arvá)- and ként(αυρος), which may reflect two different paths of borrowing of the hypothetical source of the gandharvá-/kéntαυρος into Indo-Iranian and Greek (through an intermediary form of the Hatti type?), respectively.

73 See T. Schneider, Kassitisch..., p. 324.

74 See K. Jaritz, Die kassitischen..., p. 871sq.


76 See, e.g. J. Black, A. Green, Gods...
Although direct evidence for similar contacts between Kassites and Greeks has not (yet) been found, the possibility of the Centaurs having been borrowed by the Greeks from the Kassites (and/or some of their neighbours?), most probably through North-Western Anatolia, does not seem unlikely and has been suggested by several scholars\(^77\), cf. Fig. 11–12. Furthermore, the geographic location of the Kassites – approximately half-way between the home of the Greeks and the hypothetical homeland of the Indo-Iranians, to the north of the territory of the BMAC – make the localization of the source of the *gandharvá*-κένταυρος in this part of the ancient world quite plausible.

8. Yamī (vs. Yama): her semi-divine origin and half-human nature

Let us return to the discussion of the mythological status of Yamī and her nature. Her origin from semi-divine (or even demonic) creatures, a Gandharva and an Apsara, notorious for hypersexuality, perfectly accounts for Yamī’s hypersexuality and sexually explicit behaviour, radically differing from that of her brother Yama. As I mentioned above, Yamī can be described as a worthy heir of her parents – especially, of the lustful Gandharva. Most importantly, Yamī and Yama represent two diametrically opposite lines of behaviour and, eventually, two distinct ethic codices of conduct – at least as far as sexual relationships are concerned. Obviously, for Yamī incestual relationships with her brother are not impossible, whilst for Yama such sort of relation is a strict taboo\(^78\). Refusing to perform sex with her sister, Yama provides an important explanation for his reluctance to engage in such incestual relations. In RV 10, 10, 10, which is Yama’s response to yet another of Yamī’s invitations to start sexual relations, we read:

\[
\text{ā ghā tā gachān úttarā yugāni ‘yātra jāmāyah kṛṇāvann ājāmi}\]

As I argue elsewhere\(^80\), the particle ghā should be understood here as a consecutive connector, meaning ‘then, in that case’, and the passage in question can be rendered as follows:

[Yama:] [If we do it now], then / in that case, later generations will come, where kin will do [what is] im[proper for] kin.

Evidently, Yamī is warned by her brother about their incestual relationship’s direct consequences for the future generations of humankind. It seems that Yama’s

---


\(^{78}\) Cf. Yama’s explicit refusal to have sex with Yamī in RV, 10, 10, 2a nā te sākhā sakhyāṃ vaṣṭy etāt – *Your friend [= Yama] does not want this* [type of] *partnership.*

\(^{79}\) RV, 10, 10, 10ab.

\(^{80}\) L. Kulikov, *The Vedic particle ghā reconsidered…* (forthcoming).
central message here is: not only is sexual relationship with a sister a strict taboo, but, moreover, performing sex would imply licensing this conduct as a norm for future human generations. In other words, Yama believes that what Yamī considers possible for them, as not (yet) humans, is inappropriate for them as humans. Yamī’s hypersexuality, probably inherited from her non-human or semi-divine (demonic) parents – a Gandharva and an Apsara – is strictly rejected by Yama as incompatible with human ethics and moral norms.

We do not know how this clear-cut difference between the twins could have arisen, eventually resulting in their different status within the early Vedic mythological system. Yama becomes the first mortal doomed to die (as we know from the famous legend told in the Yajurveda), whilst Yamī inherits and at least partly preserves her non-human, semi-divine nature; accordingly, she retains divine immortality. Perhaps the key to this metamorphosis is Yama’s journey over the sea mentioned in RV 10, 10, 1b (tirāh […] cid arnavāṃ jaganvān ‘…even though he [= Yama] has gone across […] the flood’). As Ulrich Schneider suggested in his analysis of the hymn, crossing a sea could be the reason for losing immortality and becoming a martyrī (mortal). Whatever the exact origin of this feature, one might assume that the loss of immortality could have caused the complete ‘humanification’ of Yama, who thus became the first human, unlike Yamī. Let us remember that in RV 10, 10, 3b Yamī calls her brother ēka- mátya- ’the only mortal’.

9. Concluding remarks

The further development of the relation between Yama and Yamī is, again, one of the obscure issues of Vedic mythology. After the famous Yajurvedic legend of Yama’s death and creation of night, Yamī virtually disappears in the shadow of Yama (who, as the first mortal, becomes the king of the dead) and vanishes from the Vedic mythological scenery altogether. Classical Hinduism ascribes the merit of continuing the human race to Manu, yet another child of Vivasvant (and thus yet another (half-)brother of Yama and Yamī) – born not by Saraṇyū, but by her substitute, Savarṇā. Yamī is virtually unknown in the later, post-Vedic, literature, being partly replaced by Yamunā, and we do not know if she finally managed to seduce Yama and to beget offspring with him.

81 U. Schneider, Yama und Yamī…, p. 16sq.
82 Note also that, as we know from classical Hinduism, crossing a sea should be avoided by the Brahmanas.
83 As C. Malamoud, Yama, Yamī et les diverses manières de former une paire, [in:] Yama/Yima. Variations…, p. 107, notices, [l]e destin de Yamī […] n’est autre que sa quasi disparition.
84 Cf. RV, 10, 17, 2; see, for instance, A. Kühn, Saraṇyū – ᾲπηννούς, ZVS 1.5, 1852, p. 439–470; A.A. MacDonell, Vedic…, p. 139; see also M. Bloomfield, Contributions to the Interpretation of the Veda, JAOS 15, 1893, p. 172sqq.
Evidence from Iranian mythology is of special interest. Although exact parallels to the explicit discussion of the brother-sister incest found in RV 10, 10 are lacking in Old Iranian (Avestan) and Middle Iranian texts, a similar myth existed in Iranian tradition. The motive of the incest (marriage) of Jam(šid), the Middle Iranian equivalent of Ved. Yama / Av. Yima, with his twin sister, Yimeh/Yimak, is well-known in Middle Iranian (Pāhlavī) tradition. Some attempts have even been made to trace the Iranian incestual myth as far as the Avesta, but the corresponding Avestan passage is too obscure to be used as conclusive evidence for this assumption. In any case, the myth of the incest of twins giving rise to humankind can safely be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian. Its Indic version, which does not contain any explicit mention of the committed incest (of which clear traces can be found in Iranian), may result from later editing and revision of a more complete proto-version.

Further comparative studies of the Anatolian, Near Eastern and Central Asian mythologies, as well as the linguistic analysis of the material available from the languages used by the corresponding cultures, may shed more light on the origin and deeper genesis of this episode within Indo-Iranian and Indo-European mythology, thus clarifying both the origin of the primordial twins and the character of the relationships between them.
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The First Woman Yamī, Her Origin and Her Status


Abstract. This paper focuses on the mythology of Yamī and her twin-brother Yama (the first humans according to Indo-Iranian mythology), their non-human origin and some aspects of Yamī’s behaviour which presumably betray a number of features of a female half-deity.

The relationships between Yamī and Yama are the central topic of the dialogue hymn Rgveda 10.10, where Yamī attempts to seduce her twin to incest in order to produce offspring and thus continue the human race. This offer is refused by Yama, who refers to the inappropriateness of incest. Although Yamī and Yama are humans according to the Vedic tradition, their origin from two half-deities – a Gandharva father and an Apsara mother – remains inexplicable: how could a couple of non-human beings (half-deities or demons) give birth to humans? Obviously, the mythological status of the twins should be reconsidered. I argue that at least one of them, Yamī, retains immortality and some other features of the non-human (semi-divine) nature. On the basis of the analysis of the Yama and Yamī hymn and some related Vedic texts, I argue that this assumption may account for certain peculiarities of Yamī’s behaviour – particularly her hypersexuality (which can be qualified as demonic type of behaviour), as opposed to the much more constrained, human type of conduct displayed by Yama. Given the notoriously lustful character of the Gandharvas, an origin from this semi-divine creature may account for Yamī’s hypersexuality.

Although the word gadharvā- does not have Indo-European etymology, we can find possible Indo-European parallels. In particular, the Gandharvas are comparable with the Centaurs, which cannot be etymologically related but possibly originate in the same non-Indo-European source. There are some reasons to assume that both words are borrowed from the Kassite language and mythology, which, in turn, may have been related to the language and culture of the Proto-North-Caucasians.

Although we do not find exact equivalents of Yamī outside of the Indo-Iranian pantheon, indirect parallels can be found in other Indo-European traditions. The Apsaras (water nymphs) can be compared to a variety of water deities (nymphs) in Greek mythology, such as the Naiads, or to the Slavic rusalki.
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